From the beginning of David Hestenes rediscovery of geometric algebra in the 1960s, outermorphisms have been a cornerstone in the mathematical development of GA. Many important mathematical formulations in GA can be expressed as outermorphisms such as versor products, linear projection operators, and mapping between related coordinate frames. Over the last two decades, GA-based mathematical models and software implementations have been developed in many fields of science and engineering. As such, efficient implementations of outermorphisms are of significant importance within this context. This work attempts to shed some light on the problem of optimizing software implementations of outermorphisms for practical prototyping applications using geometric algebra. The approach we propose here for implementing outermorphisms requires orders of magnitude less memory compared to other common approaches, while being comparable in time performance, especially for high-dimensional geometric algebras.
Background
In geometric algebra, the outermorphism T of a linear map T between two vector spaces is an extension of the linear map that acts on arbitrary multivectors of geometric algebras constructed on the two vector spaces [8] . From the beginning of the rediscovery of GA in the 1960s, outermorphisms have been a cornerstone in the development of GA. Many important mathematical formulations and operators in GA can be expressed as outermorphisms. Such formulations include the versor product, rotors, and linear projection operators, among many others [5, 12] . In addition, outermorphisms provide for a suitable approach for performing common products on multivectors within non-orthogonal coordinate frames [6] .
Over the last two decade, GA have matured to enter many practical applications in science and engineering [10, 9, 1, 11, 13] . As such, computational aspects of GA are becoming more important for investigating and prototyping mathematical and computational models based on GA mathematics. As a core part of GA, efficient implementations of outermorphisms are of significant importance in this context. Unfortunately, most optimization efforts targeting efficient GA implementations mainly focus on optimizing core products on multivectors, such as the geometric, outer, and inner products. Although the optimization of products is important, the focus on outermorphism-related computations is equally important in many practical cases, as a single outermorphism can replace several product operations on multivectors.
This work focuses on the problem of optimizing software implementations of outermorphisms for practical prototyping applications using geometric algebra. The approach we propose here for implementing outermorphisms requires orders of magnitude lower memory compared to common approaches, while being comparable in time performance. The main benefit of the approach we propose in this work appears in higher-dimensional GAs with dimensions larger than 12, where common approaches become infeasible due to large memory requirements.
This section gives the necessary background to formulate the proposed approach including the definition of GA Coordinate Frames (GACFs), the use of binary trees to represent multivectors, and the definition of outermorphisms on GACFs. Section 2 explains relevant algorithmic and implementational details of the proposed approach for efficiently mapping multivectors using outermorphisms. Section 3 illustrates the usefulness of the proposed approach using several experiments and a brief discussion of the results. Finally, section 4 provides conclusions to this work.
Geometric Algebra Coordinate Frames
In this work, a Geometric Algebra Coordinate Frame (GACF) [6] 
is the mathematical structure used to define computations on a geometric algebra G p,q,r in terms of basic scalar coordinates commonly used to implement computations on a computer. The GACF framework is a reformulation and extension of the computational GA framework provided in [5] to uniformly work with orthogonal and non-orthogonal GA coordinate frames alike in practice. A GACF is completely defined using two components:
1. An ordered set of n basis vectors F n 1 = f 0 , f 1 , · · · , f n−1 defining the dimensions of the GACF's base vector space. A GACF can be of two types: orthogonal or non-orthogonal. The IPM of an orthogonal GACF is diagonal (
A symmetric real bilinear form
We construct three additional components to serve GA computations within the GACF:
1. The ordered set of 2 n basis blades of all grades F n = F 0 , F 1 , · · · , F 2 n −1 . This set is automatically determined by the set of basis vectors F n 1 . This component is independent of the metric represented by A F as they are created using the metric-independent outer product of basis vectors in F n 1 :
The geometric product; a bilinear operator on multivectors G F : F n × F n → G p,q,r defined using the geometric product of pairs of basis blades, which are generally multivectors,
This bilinear operator is automatically determined by the set of basis vectors F n 1 and the bilinear form B.
3. If the bilinear form is not orthogonal, a base orthogonal GACF E (E n 1 , A E ) of the same dimension is needed, in addition to an orthogonal Change-ofBasis Matrix (CBM) C. The orthogonal CBM is used to express basis vectors of F as linear combinations of basis vectors of E, and defines a Change of Basis Automorphism (CBA) C that can invariantly transform linear operations on multivectors between E and F. We can either define C implicitly from the orthonormal eigen vectors of A F , or the user can directly supply E (E n 1 , A E ) and C to define the IPM of F. The details of this component are described in [6] .
Using these five components any multivector X = 2 n −1 i=0 x i F i , x i ∈ R can be represented by a column vector of real coefficients [x i ] F . All common operations on multivectors are easily encoded using this framework for both orthogonal and non-orthoogonal GACFs. Such operations include common bilinear products, outermorphisms, and versor transformations, as detailed in [6] .
Binary Tree Representation of Multivectors
We begin from an arbitrary GACF E (E n 1 , A E ) defined on the geometric algebra G p,q,r with n = p + q + r basis vectors E n 1 = e 0 , e 1 , · · · , e n−1 . A multivector X = 2 n −1 i=0 x i E i is a linear combination of basis blades E i in E. Here we use a Binary Tree Representation (BTR) of X very similar to, and inspired by, the one first proposed in [7] and later developed in [3, 4, 2] . As seen in Figure 1 , the main difference lies in the ordering of basis vectors in tree levels. In [7] , basis vectors are introduced in the tree starting from root to leafs in the order e 0 , e 1 , · · · , e n−1 . In this work, however, the order is reversed e n−1 , e n−2 , · · · , e 0 . This reversal of basis vectors order is significant for it enables the possibility of efficiently embedding smaller trees into larger ones, explained shortly, thus reusing the same tree for several related multivectors. One other difference with the approach of [7] is that some additional information are stored in tree nodes to speed-up computations on multivectors as described next.
To understand tree reuse this structure provides, assume as an example we have a Euclidean position vector A = xe 1 + ye 2 + ze 3 that we wish to represent as a conformal multivector
Because the Euclidean GA multivector A is actually part of its conformal representation A C , we can directly utilize the in-memory BTR of A without any changes as a sub-tree of the BTR of A C . For large multivectors this organization would significantly save memory, and enables caching multivector computations for later use.
Nodes in the BTR are of two kinds: internal nodes and leaf nodes. Actual multivector data, basis blade IDs i and scalar coefficients x i , reside in leaf nodes. Internal nodes are only used to efficiently guide calculations inside computational procedures on multivectors. A leaf node N X essentially holds 2 pieces of information: an integer-valued basis blade ID ID (N X ), and the associated scalar coefficient ScalarValue (N X ); a floating-point number. An internal node N X holds 4 pieces of information: its integer-valued tree depth TreeDepth (N X ), its node ID ID (N X ), and two memory references to child nodes; either of them can be null, but not both. Each internal node can have a 0-child Child 0 (N X ), a 1-child Child 1 (N X ), or both. Tree depth of an internal node is the number of tree levels under the node. The root internal node in Figure 1 , for example, has a tree depth of 3, which is the same as the number of basis vectors of the GACF. In any such tree, the tree depth of internal nodes in the level just before the leaf nodes is always 1. The internal node's ID is used to compute its two child nodes' IDs. The ID of a 0-child is equal to the ID of its parent internal node. The ID of a 1-child is equal to the ID of its parent plus 2 d−1 , where d is the tree depth of the parent internal node. Although it is always possible to compute all node IDs on-the-fly during computations, we prefer to store them inside tree nodes to save some processing time.
Outermorphisms on GACFs
In this work, we will consider outermorphisms between GACFs, not GAs, with no loss of generality. An outermorphism T : E → F is a linear map on multivectors defined between two GACFs E (E
for all multivectors A, B and scalars α. The two GACFs could represent the same GA, thus m = n, or two different GAs if needed. If both GACFs represent the same GA, either with similar or different basis blades, the outermorphism T is a linear operator on the GA.
Because any GA is essentially a linear space with additional structure, we can fully define any linear map L on multivectors if we know the effect of the map on the basis blades of the domain GACF Figure 1 : Example for BTR of the multivector −1.9e 12 +0.75e 13 +1.5e 23 defined on a GACF with basis vectors e 1 , e 2 , e 3 . Tree nodes and edges stored in memory are denoted using black solid lines. Grey nodes and dashed edges are only shown for illustration and not stored in memory for this multivector. Node IDs and tree depths are shown inside the nodes. For example, the internal node denoted by '01−' has an ID of (010) 2 = 2 and a tree depth of 1, while the internal node '1 − −' has an ID of (100) 2 = 4 and a tree depth of 2.
j=0 l i,j F j are multivectors defined as linear combinations of basis blades F 0 , F 1 , · · · , F 2 m −1 in F. This is easily extended by linearity to any multivector X = 2 n −1
For an outermorphism T we can fully define the map just by knowing its effect on the domain GACF basis vectors t i = T [e i ] , i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, where t i = m−1 j=0 t i,j f j are vectors exclusively defined as linear combinations of basis vectors in F. To find the outermorphism T [E i ] of an arbitrary basis blade E i = e i0 ∧ e i1 ∧ · · · ∧ e i k of grade k, we can simply use:
We can then use linear extension
i=0 x i T i to map arbitrary multivectors as before, while noting that
for all outermorphisms. We note from relation 2 that the outermorphism of a basis blade of grade k in E is always a k-blade (a k-vector) in F, which might be zero in some cases.
For each outermorphism T, typical software implementations pre-compute and store its mapped k-vectors T i = T [E i ] in computer memory using various forms, including a full or sparse matrix of size 2 m × 2 n . A related and common approach is to store T i inside a set of m + 1 square matrices {M 0 , M 1 , . . . , M m } where the size of M k is n k × n k as described, for example, in [5] and [6] . We will designate this class of methods as Cached Basis-Mapping Methods (CBMMs). For high-dimensional GAs CBMMs are generally infeasible because of memory size constraints. For an arbitrary outermorphism operator on a 15-dimensional GA, for example, we would need at least 8 15 k=0
15 k 2 = 1, 240, 940, 160 1.15 GBytes in memory, when using double precision floating point numbers. The situation is much worse for higher-dimensional GAs, especially when several outermorphisms are needed for computations. In addition, typical multivectors are highly sparse in most practical applications, especially for higher-dimensional GAs. The use of matrices to represent outermorphisms doesn't exploit such sparsity resulting in unnecessary computational overhead when mapping sparse multivectors using outermorphisms. In this work, we propose an alternative approach for mapping arbitrary multivectors called Online Basis-Mapping Method (OBMM). OBMM effectively overcomes memory limitations while being reasonably efficient computationally for high-dimensional GAs. The next section describes our approach in full details. The procedure begins by initializing output multivector Y to zero and creating two stacks S X and S T . Stack S X is used to traverse the BTR of input multivector X, while stack S T is used for online computation and storage of k-vectors T i = T [E i ]. The main loop begins at step 6 until S X becomes empty when all leaf nodes of X are visited. Inside the main loop, the current node N X and k-vector T are popped from S X and S T . If N X is a leaf node, the output multivector Y is updated by adding vT and the loop is continued, where v is the scalar coefficient value of the current leaf node N X . At this stage in the procedure, T is the outer product of zero or more vectors from the set {t j } as we will see shortly from the following steps. If, on the other hand, node N X is an internal node, we push new values into stacks S X and S T accordingly. If N X has a 0-child node, we push the 0-child node into S X and push T without change into S T . Finally, if N X has a 1-child node, we push the 1-child node into S X and compute then push t k ∧ T into S T .
As an illustrative example, assume we have a 3-dimensional Euclidean GACF E (E n 1 , A E ) with basis vectors e 0 , e 1 , e 2 . Figure 2 shows the binary tree representation for an input multivector X = 2e 0 − 2e 01 + e 012 . Figure 3 tracks the computational steps of T [X] using Algorithm 1.
2. Initialize stack SX to traverse BTR nodes of input multivector X. 
Efficient Implementation Details
The computational bottleneck of Algorithm 1 is at step 17 when computing the outer product t k ∧T between vector t k and k-vector T . Implementing this outer product using common methods is not feasible. If we use a lookup table for the outer product we would need too much memory for higher-dimensional GAs. On the other hand, if we use simple loops or tree-based procedures [3, 4, 2] for computing the outer product performance would suffer significantly. In this work, we implemented the outer product computation t k ∧ T using simple code generation. We first created a special class for holding k-vector coefficients as shown in Figure 4 and then generated highly efficient functions for computing the outer product. Figure 5 lists parts of the main function which selects how to compute the outer product depending on the GA dimension and the grade of kvector T . For each GA dimension n, a set of n − 1 computational functions were generated to efficiently compute the desired outer product. Each computational function is specialized in a specific GA dimension and k-vector grade within the GA. Figure 6 lists the two generated functions for 3-dimensional GAs. Such approach requires no additional memory, aside from inputs and output, for t k ∧ T outer product computations, while significantly reducing computational time compared to other approaches.
Results and Discussion
We created two implementations to test the usefulness of the proposed approach. The first implementation, based on CBMM, is by pre-computing all k-vectors T i and storing them into a simple array indexed by i. The outermorphism of a multivector X = 2 n −1 i=0 x i E i is then computed using a simple loop T [X] = 2 n −1 i=0,xi =0 x i T i where the loop is over non-zero terms in X having x i = 0. It is important to note that CBMM doesn't require the use of BTR for multivectors. The second implementation is the proposed OBMM procedure combined with code generation as described previously. Experimental trials to measure time return new GaNumKVector(3, 3, resultArray); } Figure 6 : Function definitions for computing the outer product of vector t k with k-vector T in any 3-dimensional GA performance were made for GACFs with dimension n ranging from 3 to 12 on an i7-class machine with 8 GBytes of memory. Three kinds of multivectors were used to show the effect of multivector sparsity on computation time. The first kind contains full multivectors with no missing terms, which is the least sparse kind of multivectors. The second kind contains k-vectors of all grades 0 ≤ k ≤ n. The third kind contains single-term multivectors, which is the most sparse kind. Table 1 summarizes average computation time, in micro-seconds, for all trials. Data in this table suggests an exponential complexity growth in time as a function of GA dimension n. We applied simple exponential curvefitting to find the parameters of an exponential function cb n that approximates each column of data in the table. Constant c and base b parameters for each approximating function are shown at the bottom of the corresponding column. The effect of multivector sparsity on computation time is illustrated in Figure 7 . For computing outermorphisms of multivectors, the base parameter b decreases considerably with increased multivector sparsity as shown in the figure. As most important computations in GA involve blades, the case of k-vectors should be taken as the dominant one when designing and optimizing GA computations.
Another set of trials were made to measure memory requirements for defining and computing outermorphisms for GACFs with dimension n ranging from 3 to 15. Table 2 shows the results of this set of trials. The column labeled 'CBMM Definition' lists the total memory required for defining an outermorphism using CBMM for various values of GA dimension n. Memory requirements for CBMM is proportional to the function n k=0 n k 2 equal to the number of scalars stored for all T i . On the other hand, memory needed for the definition of OBMM, as shown in the following column 'OBMM Definition', is proportional to n 2 ; thus giving many orders of magnitude lower memory requirements compared to CBMM. When mapping a multivector using CBMM, no additional memory is needed. However, for the OBMM approach, additional memory is required for stack S T holding online computations of t k ∧T as explained earlier. The 'OBMM Mapping' column of Table 2 lists the maximum memory required for stack S T . The maximum memory listed in this column is only needed when performing multivector mappings, and is freed afterwards. The memory listed in the CBMM and OBMM definition columns, on the other hand, are needed for the full life time of the outermorphism. The last 3 columns in the table display memory required for storing BTRs of multivectors. Because BTRs are not needed for the CBMM approach, they are considered additional memory overhead needed for OBMM. Nevertheless, combined memory requirements of OBMM definition, mapping, and multivector BTR are significantly small compared to CBMM memory requirements.
From the measured time data and approximation function parameters in Table 1 , it is clear that time performances of both OBMM and CBMM are very close. OBMM has the additional benefit of requiring significantly smaller memory storage compared to the huge quantity of memory needed for CBMM as seen from Table 2 . For GAs with dimension n > 14, memory requirements of CBMM Table 1 : Average time required for computing the outermorphism of multivectors in micro-seconds using OBMM and CBMM for various GA dimensions and multivector sparsity, and its exponential curve fitting approximation parameters. are limiting, while the difference in performance with OBMM is practically negligible. On the other hand, data required to fully define an outermorphism operator in OBMM is a small square matrix of size n × n, only needing kn 2 bytes in memory, where k ≥ 8 depends on implementation specifics. OBMM can thus be used to compute related outermorphisms based on their n × n basis vector mapping matrices alone. For example, given an outermorphism defined by its basis vector mapping matrix, we can use the matrix to compute its inverse outermorphism, find its adjoint, factorize it into related outermorphisms, or compose several outermorphisms into a single one. All such standard matrix computations are performed on the much smaller n × n matrices fully defining the outermorphisms without any need to store or manipulate the exponentially larger 2 n × 2 n multivector linear mapping matrices. This opens the door for using standard linear algebra libraries for efficiently defining, analyzing, and relating outermorphisms; thus giving a much wider field for computing with outermorphisms in practice.
Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a time-efficient, low-memory approach for implementing outermorphisms. The basic idea behind the approach is to onlinecompute the outermorphism T i = T [E i ] of basis blades E i while traversing a binary tree representation of input multivector X = Table 2 : Memory required for defining and computing the outermorphism of multivectors in bytes using OBMM and CBMM for various GA dimensions. Compared to typical approaches, which pre-compute and store all k-vectors T i , our approach requires orders of magnitude less memory and performs comparably well regarding computation time.
As a next step, we plan to make further acceleration by utilizing CPU multithreading or GPU parallel processing techniques when traversing BTRs of highdimension multivectors. In addition, we are currently studying and developing similar techniques for efficiently computing common bilinear products on multivectors. Combining efficient outermorphism mapping with efficient products on multivectors is especially useful for multivector computations on non-orthogonal GA coordinate frames.
